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Heavyweight
1.
2.
3.
4.

Alistair Overeem
Peter Aerts
Semmy Schilt
Badr Hari

5.

Gokhan Saki

6.

Ewerton Teixeira

7.
8.

Kyotaro
Daniel Ghita

9.

Hesdy Gerges

10.

Tyrone Spong

11.

Jerome Le Banner

12.

Nathan Corbett

13.

Errol Zimmerman

14.

Ashwin Balrak

15.

Ruslan Karaev

16.

Zabit Samedov

17.

Brice Guidon

18.

Melvin Manhoef

19.

Pavel Zhuravlev

20.

Mourad Bouzidi

21.

Anderson Silva

22.

Rico Verhoeven

23.

Mighty Mo
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24.

Raul Catinas

25.

Alexey Ignashov

Welcome back to the LiverKick.com rankings. These rankings are an attempt to break down
the top 25 fighters in two different weight classes - Heavyweight, for fighters above the 77kg
limit, and Middleweight, for fighters at the 70-72.5kg limit. Our rankings are based on in-ring
accomplishments and recent wins and loses. We hope they reflect where these fighters
currently stand, although we recognize that all rankings are inherently subjective.

February 2011

Since the January rankings, there has been very little movement in the heavyweight division.
The biggest HW fights were set to take place at the January 30 Ultimate Glory show, but once
that was moved back to March, the HW division was essentially put on deep freeze for the time
being.

There were, however, three points worth mentioning:

First, our last rankings were just before New Year's Eve, and so did not include Kyotaro's upset
loss at the hands of Gegard Mousasi. With that loss, Kyotaro drops one spot, being passed by
Ewerton Teixeira
(who holds a 2008 win over Kyotaro).

Second, Alexey Ignashov was in action, defeating Roman Kleibl, another fighter just outside
the top 25. While his performance wasn't great, recent wins over Kleibl and Freddy Kemayo are
enough to sneak Ignashov in to the rankings at #25. Ignashov will have his next big opportunity
on July 23 when he challenges #9 Hesdy Gerges for the It's Showtime Heavyeight title.

Finally, the biggest news actually concerns out of the ring events. While it pains me to do it, I've
removed the formerly #4 ranked Remy Bonjasky from the rankings. It's been well over a year
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since he last fought, and in that time we've heard that he's retiring soon, then silence. There's
still a chance we'll see him again, but it will likely just be a farewell fight, if it even happens at
all. I know Remy has his detractors, but he's in a rare air of K-1 greats, and it's a shame to see
his career fade away in such a lackluster way.

As far as upcoming fights are concerned, we'll have to wait until March for much to happen that's when we'll get both the Ultimate Glory semi-finals (#5 Gokhan Saki vs. Wendell Roche
and
#17 Brice
Guidon vs. #20 Mourad Bouzidi
), and the superb It's Showtime fight between
#8 Daniel Ghita and #9 Hesdy Gerges
. Given K-1's troubles, it may be awhile before be get a HW fight to rival Gerges vs. Ghita.
That fight is set for It's Showtime Amsterdam on March 6, which will also feature
#22 Rico Verhoeven
vs. Jamal Benz on the undercard.

One other fight to note - on February 26 in Australia it will be Thor Hoopman vs. Paul Slowinski.
Although neither man is currently ranked, both are just outside the top 25, and a big win here
could propel one of them into the rankings.

And finally, don't forget to keep your eyes on MMA promotion Strikeforce in the coming months.
That's where #1 Alistair Overeem will be found, as he faces Fabricio Werdum in the opening
round of their Grand Prix tournament. This weekend for Strikeforce, K-1 veteran Ray Sefo
continues his MMA career against The Reem's big brother Valentijn Overeem, plus K-1
newcomer and MMA veteran Sergei Kharitonov meets Andrei Arlovski in the HW Grand Prix.
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